We appreciate any feedback! Please circle your confidential answers and slip the completed form under Terry’s door.

1. This evaluation is for:  DAVID D.  DAVID H.  RICK N.  RODRIGO T.  SILAS S.  TERRY R.  TOM F.

2. Exhibits courtesy and consideration.

3. Shows familiarity with company procedures. Operates and teaches consistent with company practices, including online Checklists, Profiles, Rental Agreement, and Flight Training Manual

4. Promotes a culture of operational safety. Operates conservatively.

5. Demonstrates sound aeronautical judgement and proficiency with aircraft make and model.

6. Demonstrates thorough knowledge of course work. Instructor identifies when needs to research an item or question they are unfamiliar with.

7. Readily takes responsibility for own errors and uses them as teachable moments.

8. Keeps appointments, or otherwise attempts to provides adequate notice, or alternative times. Offers legitimate reasons for rescheduling.

9. Demonstrates/reflects good cockpit organization, personal organization, and time management.
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10. Provides fair, constructive criticism, when appropriate.

11. Provides feedback and critique at safety appropriate and workload appropriate times

12. Maintains composure in high workload environments and situations.

13. Maintains focus and properly prioritizes tasks under workload.

14. Demonstrates tolerance of minor technique variations (that do not impact safety) where FAA and Company SOP does not offer guidance.

15. Demonstrates appropriate balance of humility and self-confidence.

16. Challenges but allows me to progress at my pace when needed.

17. Keeps me adequately informed of progression within the course syllabus. Adequately informs me of tasks to be covered in next lesson.

18. Provides effective debriefings, and written copy of highlights.

19. Demonstrates proper personal care and grooming.

20. I am satisfied with this instructor’s performance.

Please contact us directly if you have a pressing issue, suggestion, or need follow up. MS Word version is in 1worldaero.com/documents if you prefer to add typed commentary.